
BOURBON/WHISKEY/RYE

Feature Distillery

Willet Distillery 1.5 oz 
Shot

.50 oz 
flight

$14.50 $5

Last Call Special.           
While they Last Now Was
Woodinville Port Finish 
American Whiskey

$9 $12

Sagamore Rye $11 $14

Barrica PX $10 $12

Jim Beam Single Barrel $7 $9

Whiskey and Bourbon 
Menu

Proof 1.5 oz 
Shot

.50 oz 
flight

1792 Bottle in Bond 100 $14 $5 NOSE:Rye spice, vanilla, and caramel are most prominent with a trace of oak underneath. PALATE:Rye spice mingles with 
caramel and vanilla. FINISH: ends nicely with rye spice and seasoned oak dominating the start of the finish. 

1792 Small Batch 93.7 $9 $3.25 NOSE:Rye spice, vanilla, and caramel pull through an undertone of ethanol. A trace of oak lingers underneath. PALATE:Rye 
spice along with sweet vanilla and caramel solidify their presence leaving no other flavors hiding underneath. FINISH:Rye spice, 
vanilla, and caramel present themselves again in the medium length finish. Spice leads the charge, while the sweeter flavors take 
over as the flavors decay. Dark fruit makes a brief appearance

Whiskey and Bourbon Menu

47% alc./vol. (94 proof)  
Small Batch - Kentucky Straight 

Bourbon Whiskey 
NOSE: Summer fruits highlighted by ripe 
cherry and a pinch of citrus envelope a 
mingling of vanilla and dry oak. A faint hint 
of buttered popcorn lingers in the 
background, along with a dash of sweet 
honey. PALATE: Honey and caramel 
combine to form a sweet note against a 
light punch of spice and zesty citrus. 
FINISH: A surge of rye spice crescendos 
initially, followed by a delicate sprinkling of 
cinnamon. Buttered popcorn emerges 
again, along with more traditional vanilla 
and caramel flavors.

55% alc./vol. (110 proof)  
Small Batch - Rye Whiskey 

NOSE: Heavy with rich dried fruit, hints of 
mint and orange covered with dusty cocoa. 
PALATE: Rich chewy, rounded and smooth, 
with complex citrus, cinnamon and cocoa. 
Toffee, caramel, chocolate and spice notes 

follow. FINISH: Silky smooth, almost 
creamy at first with a long warm tail. 

Last Call Deals
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Alberta Rye.                        
Cask Strength

132 $16 $5.50 NOSE:Creamy vanilla custard, Cinnamon buns, Hot cinnamon candies, Mint toothpaste, Rye grain, Potent PALATE: Sweet 
cinnamon, rye spice, bubble gum, touch of orange, creamy.impactful. FINISH: Warm spice, cinnamon, warm before becoming hot

Angel's Envy 86.6 $12 $4.25 NOSE: Soft gentle with aromas of warm caramel, maple candy, satsumas, brown sugar and praline.PALATE: Vanilla bundt cake, 
cinnamon, mint and orange flavors with burnt sugar undertones and solid oak notes.FINISH: Port barreled solid flavors of walnut 

Angel's Envy Rye 100 $15 $5.25 NOSE: Gingerbread, maple sugar cand, and molasses cookies along with an agreeable amount of alcohol burn on the nostrils. It 
smells like dessert; delicious and inviting.PALATE: Super sweet. Gingerbread and molasses play off maple sugar candy as the 
dominant flavor. Sickly-sweet marshmallowy, cotton candy-ish flavors push through towards the end of the sip. The sweetness 
from the rum casks dominates overall. A trace amount of rye spice is present, but much less so than what would be expected 
from a 95% rye mashbill. Because of this, it’s easy to sip.FINISH: Sugary sweetness lingers. Burnt maple sugar candy and 
molasses cookies play nicely at first, but then turns back to the sickly-sweet elements hinted on the palate. One of the longer 
finishes in a whiskey.

Baker’s 7 Single Barrel 107 $14.50 $5 NOSE: Baking spices and nuttiness along with hints of caramel and vanilla. PALATE: Slightly burnt caramel and spiced vanilla 
which mix with green peppercorn and rye spice.FINISH: Nuttiness is joined with oak and vanilla. The vanilla dissipates leaving a 
warming dry oak and nut flavor.

Bardstown Phifer Pavitt 
Reserve

100 $19 6.50 NOSE: Caramel, honey, milk chocolate, raspberry jam and oak.PALATE: Toasted oak, raisins, dark chocolate, currants, cooked 
cherries, sweet corn and caramel; mouthfeel is lush.FINISH: Best examples of a wine cask-finished whiskey I’ve tasted, a sipper 
whose complexity lies in the unity of a superb wine and a delicious bourbon. 

Bardstown The Prisoner 100 $19 6.50 NOSE:Baking spice,Light strawberry,New oak,Bundt cake,Dark fruits,Notable influence from wine barrels.PALATE:Dominant 
dark red fruits,Fruit pie,Light oak,Vanilla.FINISH:Oak,Leather,Muted red fruits,Lingering dry oak,Slightly tannic

Bardstown Fusion 100 $14 4.75 NOSE: Oak, hay, light vanilla, light baking spice and light summer fruits.PALATE: Sweet vanilla, yellow cake, oak and light 
bubble gum. FINISH: Oak, light leather, light rye spice, short and crisp.

Barrell Bourbon 114 $15 $5.25 NOSE: Cherry, Apricot, Blood Orange, Moss, Oak, Quite expressive. PALATE: Cherry, Skittles, Fruit cup, Raisins, Fig, Sweet & 
fruity. FINISH: Pepper, Light tobacco, Sugary oak, Walnut, Lingering toasted oak aftertaste, Slight buttery mouthfeel

Barrell American Vatted Malt 117.5 $15.50 $5.25 NOSE: Licorice, raisins, and baking spices rest on a bed of malted barley. A hint of smoke is also present. The proof is hidden 
behind the rich scents, though a trace of ethanol peeks through. Interesting and inviting.   PALATE: Chocolate, tobacco leaves, 
lightly roasted malt and seasoned oak alongside sweeter butterscotch and anise notes. A smoky element further complements 
these flavors and is joined by a nuttiness which helps round things out. FINISH: Spice pops first in the long finish with raisins 
and anise lingering after the initial spike. 

Barrell Dovetail 122.9 $16.50 $5.75 NOSE: Sweet robust aromas of candied raisins and molasses are present along with a hint of anise. A touch of heat shows 
evidence of the proof. It’s intriguing and pleasant.PALATE: The sip opens with cane sugar, molasses, and dark cherries - a 
pleasing combination of sweet, rich flavors. A touch of barrel char along with toasted marshmallows also comes into play, 
countering the sweeter notes. The palate is a well-developed layering of flavors that’s as satisfying as it is unique. FINISH: 
Peppery spice kicks in at first along with a touch of heat. Sweet sugar and toasted marshmallows follow along with an essence of 
dark fruit. Long and warming.

Barrell New Year's 2020 113.9 $15 $5.25 NOSE: Distillate driven, but with ample variety of primary fruit flavors, among them gooseberry, apple, watermelon rind, and 
peach. The oak is fresh but quite gentle, smelling of vanilla, toasted coconut and sawdust. Corn lends a strong creamy 
foundation of toasted almond, lemon and baguette. Cilantro and wintergreen hint at light rye spice.PALATE: Despite the strength 
and minimal tannin, sweetness lends a clear weight to the palate. It opens fresh and grassy, on Yorkshire pudding with mushy 
peas, genepy and thyme. As it sits on the palate, juicy fruits emerge, notably persimmon, raisin, and black tea with 
lemon.FINISH: An initial burst of minerals - limestone, flint, and steel. These give way to a potpourri of herbs and spices 
including apple blossom, hyssop, wild mint and clove.

Barrell Seagrass Rye 119.3 $16 $5.50 NOSE: Gummy bears, cotton candy, and strawberry shortcake to fruity bubble gum flows out of the glass. This sugar filled 
aroma is cut by sweeping swings of rye spice providing excellent contrast. PALATE: Red summer fruits, sugary vanilla molasses, 
and a twinge of apricot brandy form a club you’ll want to get into. Its unique and striking flavor profile can be rather lavish. 
FINISH:Slight dryness, and additional rye spice and heat. 

Barrell Rye 116.7 $17 $6 NOSE: Extremely herbal and floral: lilacs, grass, sweet hay, cherry blossoms and spearmint. There's also light baking scents like 
cinnamon and light vanilla.PALATE: Bubblegum, herbal fennel, mint tea and rye spice. Red Hots candy fade quickly and make 
way for rye spice that warms more than burns. Green apple, faint ginger and cherry licorice.FINISH: Green sour apple, little rye 
spice heat, refreshing mint and menthol cooling effect that lasts for a long while. The light and floral sweetness, like cherry 
infused sweet tea, keeps the finish enjoyable.
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Barrell Isle Single Malt Scotch 
Cash

112.7 $16 $5.50 KY Whiskeys, the largest component being 18-year-old KY whiskey, finished in an Islay Single Malt Scotch Cask. 

Barrica PX 93 $10 $4.25 NOSE: Raisin, apricot and dried fruit aromas to the bouquet.PALATE: Sherry barrel adds a nuttiness that integrates well with the 
traditional vanilla, caramel, and spice flavors.FINISH: Long smooth finish that leaves the raisin flavors lingering. 

Basil Hayden 80 $10 $3.50 NOSE: Bright peach and mixed berries with traces of oak, orange zest and a smidge of white pepper. PALATE: Light vanilla, new 
wood and peaches mingle together.FINISH: Oak, light summer fruits and a touch of corn grain long with new leather.

Basil Hayden Rye 10yr 80 $16.50 $5.75 NOSE: Spice, citrus, dark sweets and vanilla, light notes of wood, blackberry, licorice and leather. PALATE: Oak, caramel, vanilla 
and baking spice, followed by leather and pepper.FINISH: Short and oaky with light notes of leather and peppered dark sweets

Basil Hayden Dark Rye 80 $11 $3.75 NOSE: Opulent oaky notes with dark berries and molasses.PALATE: Complex blend of caramel, dried fruit, and oak, with hints of 
spice.FINISH: Lingering dry finish with sweet fruit and rye spice aftertaste.

Basil Hayden 2 X 2 Rye 80 $14 $4.75 NOSE: Oak, rye spice, and banana are the predominant scents with brown sugar and vanilla lingering underneath. PALATE: 
Light traces of vanilla, bubble gum, and unsalted peanut butter. FINISH: Prominent oak, traces of dry leather and the faintest 
hint of dry nuts are mixed in.

Basil Hayden Toasted 86 $15 $5.50 In lieu of traditional rye grain, Basil Hayden Toast is made using US-grown brown rice, which imparts a hint of sweetness and a 
touch less spice, while a secondary toasted barrel finish draws out notes of caramelized sugar and toasted wood. After aging, the 
toasted brown rice bourbon is blended back with more brown rice bourbon, which has been rested in level four char barrels, to 
achieve a final product with complex flavor grounded in sweet vanilla and rich roasted notes.

Belle Meade Reserve 108.3 $14.50 $5 NOSE:Full of rich warm flavors of cinnamon, baking spice, rye spice, and spiced syrup. PALATE: Sweet and full of cinnamon 
apples, baked pie crust, allspice, a touch of caramel, and plump raisins. FINISH:Baked cinnamon apple pie, a touch of raisins, 
oak, and rye spice all linger a while along with a heat that stays in your mouth

Belle Meade Classic 90.4 $12 $4.25 NOSE: Maple syrup and caramel with floral fragrances and citrus zest. PALATE: Long, smooth with mellow cherry and plum 
notes. FINISH: Long smooth with mellow cherry and plum notes accented by cinnamon and without the burn.

McAfee’s Benchmark 80 $7 $2.50 NOSE:Candy corn, butterscotch, toasted grains, vanilla, corn and light bits of tart caramel apples, nuts and a creamy acidic 
nature like sour cream.PALATE:Candy corn, caramel corn, vanilla, nuts, grain and a touch of oak and spice. The palate is more 
muted than the aroma, FINISH:Short drop of nuts, oak, vanilla and spice.

Bibb & Tucker 6yr 92 $14 $5 NOSE: Very earthy scent to it with notes of leather, barley, chestnut and grass. PALATE: Hints of cinnamon, however it’s liquorice 
that stands out the most. Some rye spice rounds out the palate.FINISH: Earthy notes of pine and grass with liquorice dominate. 
These notes stay with you for the entirety of the semi-dry, medium length finish.

Blade & Bow 91 $15.75 $5.50 NOSE:Aromas of peaches, honey, hay, and light oak. PALATE:The peaches from the nose carry over and are joined with white 
pepper, vanilla, oak, and a little grain spice. FINISH: Spurt of light heat up front that mellows into sweeter notes. The fruit flavor 
and vanilla carry through and mingle with light oak.

Booker’s 128.5 $15 $5.50 NOSE: Upfront alcohol burn behind lingers smell of oak, light floral notes and a solid nutty scent. PALATE: Sugars from the wood 
along with hints of vanilla and raisin; aged wood and leather at the end. FINISH: Light vanilla and fresh new wood.

Bulleit 90 $7 2.50 NOSE: Aromas of caramel, vanilla and citrus are followed by notes of smoky char, oak, strawberry shortcake and mild 
astringency. PALATE: Caramel, oak and vanilla start and move to oak accompanying robust spices - paprika, pepper and 
cinnamon.FINISH: Slightly dry/dusty character follows through on a long woody finish with some caramel and citrus ride.

Bulleit 10 91.2 $10 $3.50 NOSE: Sweet caramel and vanilla notes beautifully offset by toasted oak and spice. A deeper layer of citrus, cherry and 
butterscotch and pepper. PALATE: Spice and wood open strong at the gate with overlapping notes of cherry, vanilla and leather. 
FINISH: Immediate rush from dark fruit and rye spice. Wood takes over and dominates a long finish.

Bulleit Rye 92 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Baking spices, strawberry cream, cocoa powder and hint of grass. PALATE: Oak, brown sugar, spice, and molasses with 
bits of floral, semi sweet chocolate and graham cracker. FINISH: Oak dominates with a tannic aftertaste.

Bulleit Barrel Strength 119 $12 $4.25 NOSE: Vanilla and caramel notes mixed with strong blast of pepper and cinnamon. Minor notes of butterscotch and custard. 
PALATE: Lots of cinnamon and spice, peppery and oaky, but not overbearing. FINISH: Starts hot, develops some creaminess and 
dry finish. Plentiful notes of oak and spice.

Calumet 15yr 105 $19 $6.50 NOSE: Notes of oak and wood char are notable. Complex scents of dark fruit and sweet corn. PALATE: Bold flavors of oak, aged 
spice and toasted grains are present while toffee and a subtle smoky-sweetness roll across the palate. FINISH: Sweet tobacco and 
rye flavors with a slightly dry mouth feel
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Chicken Cock 90 $14 4.75 NOSE: Balanced oak tones with sweet notes of dried fruit, caramel, and vanilla; and a palate that opens with soft tannins. 
PALATE: A creamy, almost buttery mouthfeel is complemented by butterscotch notes and toasted oak, resolving with a vanilla 
finish.FINISH: Sweetness starts and continues to dissolve in a nice way. Finishes with a touch of black pepper. 

Crown Royal 80 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Caramel, light fruit, light citrus and nuttiness, raw grain, brown sugar and vanilla. PALATE: Fruit, citrus, vanilla with 
maple syrup sweetness. FINISH: Caramel syrup, vanilla, candy corn, raw grains, maple.

Elijah Craig Small Batch 94 $8 $2.75 NOSE: Vanilla, caramel, with hint of oak; sweat and light. PALATE: Healthy amounts of oak and vanilla dominate.FINISH: 
Cinnamon and oak aftertaste. Mild heat and intensity.

Elijah Craig Rye 94 $10.50 3.75 NOSE:Black pepper and summer fruits form against an herbal bouquet. PALATE:Sweet kettle corn and caramel sweetness 
originate first. A mix of allspice, nutmeg, and rye grain follows. The sweetness remains though, and begins to ramp up into the 
finish.FINISH:Sweetness introduces vanilla and butterscotch, which is quickly met with a hit of lasting rye spice. 

Elijah Craig Single Barrel 
(Ohio)

94 $11 $3.75 Straight Rye Whiskey with 51% rye, 35% corn and 14% malted barley. This combination of grains, which relies heavily on corn 
as the secondary grain rather than a higher percentage of rye

Evan Williams Black 86 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Vanilla and apples with little ginger and allspice.PALATE: Vanilla, apples and peppery spices like ginger and black pepper, 
with a little oak. FINISH: Very long and dry with oak, tempered by light lemon zest.

Four Roses Bourbon 80 $6.50 $2.25 NOSE: Fruit, floral essences, gentle spice and honey.PALATE: Crisp, soft and smooth, fresh fruit, hints of pear and apple.FINISH: 
Mellow, long and pleasant. 

Four Roses Single Barrel 100 $10 $3.50 NOSE: Bouquet of soft scents consisting of cork, dried raisins, vanilla and fresh picked flowers.PALATE: Heavy dose of rye spice 
immediately followed by honey, peaches and notes of brown sugar and light oak.FINISH: Spicy heat dissipates then layered in 
between of rye spice are flavors of leather, old wood, mint, dried raisins and cherries along with a vanilla coat.

Four Roses Small Batch 90 $10 $3.50 NOSE: Oak, citrus fruit and a hit of spice lay atop a bed of caramel.PALATE: The mouthfeel is nice and creamy. 
FINISH: Flavors of oak, summer fruits and caramel come forward against a backdrop of rye spice and seasoned oak.

Four Roses Small Batch Select 104 $15 $5.50 NOSE: Raspberries, clove and nutmeg.PALATE: Apricot, berries, vanilla and light oak.FINISH: Lingering spearmint, light touch of 
cinnamon.

George Dickel 15 Yr   Single 
Barrel

93.4 $14 $6.50 NOSE: Rich caramel and subtly savory barrel notes. There’s also loads of baking spice.PALATE: citrus element shines up front 
with candied peels and clove-studded orange before giving way to cinnamon sugar, buttery yeast rolls, and a gently warming 
finish of pralines and butter brickle ice cream.FINISH: clove, nutmeg, and freshly grated cinnamon, along with lots of sweet 
orange zest which really sets this a part from other Dickel offerings.

George Dickel                      
Bottle in Bond 11yr

100 11.00 3.75 NOSE:Notes of pecan pralines and maple bars.PALATE:Perfectly sweet and builds on the aromas with notes of pecan pie, apple 
chips, warm caramel, toasted oak, and something that makes you think of Sunday morning pancakes. FINISH: The finish is 
pleasantly long, warm, sweet, and oaky.

George Dickel Barrel Select 86 $10 $3.50 NOSE: Starts off with caramel, vanilla, toffee and corn with secondary notes of taffy, cherries, butterscotch, a bit of oak and twist 
of citrus. PALATE: Starts with caramel and corn with notes of vanilla, oak, clove and rye a sweet char. FINISH: Long and 
satisfying with some mighty notes of caramel, vanilla and cinnamon.

George Dickel No. 12 90 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Corn is prominent and sweet with notes of vanilla, candied citrus and butterscotch. PALATE: Cinnamon, corn, caramel 
and citrus shares a flavor foursome. Vanilla, wood and touch of char and leather moves thru rich sweetness. FINISH: Corn drives 
with notes of vanilla, cinnamon, leather, dried fruit and a bit of oak.

George Dickel No. 8 80 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Green apple, honey, cinnamon, caramel and corn dance in the glass. PALATE: Honey, apricots and a bit of rye spice.  
FINISH: Medium with notes of caramel, honey, spice and a touch of wood and mint.

George Dickel Rye 90 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Sweet vanilla, marshmallow, lightly charred wood, fallen leaves and hints of grilled peaches,PALATE: Creamy spiced rye 
grain followed by sweet vanilla and marshmallow. FINISH; Light hint of white pepper, oak and leather, with a dry rye character.

Heavens Door Redbreast.     
Master Blenders Edition

100 $5.75 16.50 NOSE:Dark cherry washes over leather and burnt oak, with a touch of cinnamon spice peeking through.PALATE: Spicy notes 
quickly ramp up, transitioning from cinnamon to nutmeg and finally to spicy oak. A nutty, tobacco-like base grounds the spicy 
mix, with juicy dark fruits in tow. FINISH: Aged oak, barrel char, and more dark fruit. 

Heaven’s Door Double Barrel 100 $15 $5.25 NOSE: Lovely notes of Cracker Jacks, dried berries, marzipan, and vanilla custard with a dash of that toasted oak.PALATE: Once 
the spirit hits the tongue, the flavor profile builds upon the aroma by adding warm butterscotch, baking spices, dark chocolate, 
and plenty of wood.FINISH: Medium length and rich with shortbread biscuits on the back palate.

Heaven's Door Tennessee 
Bourbon

90 $15 5.25 NOSE: Orange marmalade, caramel, strawberry nougat, honey, vanilla, oak, nice intensity. PALATE: Rich caramel, buttered 
biscuits, cherry, vanilla.FINISH: Toasted vanilla, burnt caramel, pepper, spice with a little dryness.
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Henry McKenna Bottle in 
Bond 

100 $12.50 $4.25 NOSE: Caramel and vanilla play against a backdrop of seasoned oak. PALATE: Vanilla and seasoned oak take the forefront but 
are quickly balanced by a good dose of rye spice, a pop of burnt brown sugar, and a dollop of caramel. FINISH: Bold flavors and 
spicy burn from the palate. A hint of leather creeps in but doesn’t overpower the oak and vanilla which dominate. 

Horse Soldier.                     
Barrel Strength

122 16.75 5.75 NOSE:Boozy yet sweet aromas up front, with honey, apples, citrus, leather, and a hint of toasted oak. PALATE: A punchy baking 
spice that heats up to pave the way for some scrumptious butterscotch, caramel, cashews, and even a slight pinch of 
coffee.FINISH:A longish finish of light honey and sour apple with a subtle burn.

I.W. Harper 82 $10 3.50 NOSE:Light vanilla, corn, fresh cork, and new oak are all present. PALATE: Honey, elderflower, vanilla, and toasted sugar are 
noticeable upfront. FINISH: Big burst of juicy Georgia peaches upfront that’s mixed with lightly dried raisins and vanilla. The 
finish ends on a very short light leather and oak note.

Jack Daniels 80 $7 $2.50 NOSE: A mix of fruity sweetness, vanilla custard, oak and banana. Apricot and corn deliver an additional layer. PALATE: A rush 
of corn and banana upfront, followed by a blend of vanilla and walnut.FINISH: Oak, slightly bitter and at times briny.

Jefferson Rye Cognac Finish 94 $15.50 $5.25 NOSE:Cinnamon and honey. PALATE:Spice, nutmeg and citrus. FINISH:Extremely long with oranges and honey

Jefferson Chefs Collaboration 90 14.50 $5 NOSE:Cherry and oak aromas and a hint of raw Rye spices in the background.PALATE:Fruity, soft and smooth with peaches and 
buttery oaky notes and a lot of rye in the heart.FINISH:Spicy and warm mediate finish with Rye being the backbone of it.

Jefferson Reserve 90 $12.50 $4.25 NOSE: Sweet deep caramel, vanilla, grassy rye spice with a touch of dark fruits and slight alcohol burn.PALATE: Opens viscous 
and fruity with slight orange peel, floral vanilla, deep toffee and spicy rye earthiness with a touch of charred oak in the back. 
FINISH: Long and warming with sweet oranges dipped in caramel and sprinkled in white pepper, followed by an aftertaste of 
minty old barrels and citrus peels.

Jefferson Reserve Ocean 90 $14.50 $5 NOSE: Fresh ginger and a slight salty note. Very complex which is a testament to the lightness of the nose.PALATE: Complex, 
influences of sweet and savory, chocolate salted caramel milk chocolate, tropical fruits like pineapple and guava.FINISH: Delicate 
and warm with a return of vanilla, cream and toast.

Jefferson Very Small Batch 82.3 9.50 3.50 NOSE:Classic bourbon notes of corn, vanilla, and oak are all front and center. Hiding behind are lighter floral notes and ripe 
plum. PALATE:Slightly sweet, the palate again is on the simpler side. Vanilla and oak are the main flavors of the sip. Underneath 
are slight hints of honey and cherry. FINISH: Light hints of vanilla and slightly aged oak. 

Jim Beam 80 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Corn, light fruit and alcohol. PALATE: Caramel and vanilla with hints of fruit and honey. FINISH: Smooth mellow finish 
with corn and vanilla.

Jim Beam Single Barrel 95 $7 $3.25 NOSE: Apple, rye spice and vanilla with a bit of ethanol. PALATE: Well rounded mix of caramel, brown sugar, graham crackers, 
rye spice and oak. FINISH: Sweet notes of caramel and vanilla dominate finish with hints of apricot and rye spice.

Joseph Magnus Bourbon 100 $15.50 $5.50 NOSE: Stewed fruits, dark chocolate, oranges and nuts.PALATE: Dark chocolate, caramel, oranges and cloves.FINISH: Long, silky 
and lasting with clove, caramel and a burst of cherries.

Kentucky Owl Confiscated 96.4 $21 $7.25 NOSE:Hints of aged oak mingle with light caramel and leather. PALATE: Graham crackers, tobacco, and seasoned oak. The 
flavors are delicate. FINISH: Turns towards a dry leather note at first. Cinnamon spice picks up later, bringing a satisfying pop of 
spice. Aged oak caps it off.

Knob Creek 100 $8 $2.75 NOSE: Thick caramel, oak, lightly toasted marshmallows and a hint of vanilla. PALATE: Sweet vanilla followed by light oak, green 
peppercorns’ hint of caramel and crème brûlée. FINISH: Aged oak and rye spice mingle with a touch of leather.

Knob Creek                         
Single Barrel Select 

120 $12.50 $4.25 NOSE: Robust vanilla and caramel notes; slightly smoky.PALATE: Deep and complex flavors of vanilla, nuts and oak. FINISH: 
Long and full; perfect for easygoing sipping.

Knob Creek 12 year 100 $13 $4.50 NOSE:Toasted oak, vanilla, caramel, and fresh baked Bundt cake are present. These scents come across as rich and creamy with 
a very pleasing delivery. PALATE: Rich oak combined with a hint of leather pops right away. Searching deeper are sweeter 
touches of vanilla and marshmallow along with a sprinkling of white pepper. FINISH: flavors of black pepper, tobacco leaf, 
leather, and oak. These drier flavors transition to a lingering peppery oak that’s dotted with a touch of vanilla and peanuts. 

Knob Creek 15yr 100 $18 $6.50 NOSE:Aged oak dominates, with hints of leather and caramel teasing the nose. PALATE:Burst of rye spice is immediately followed 
by a rush of dry, seasoned oak.FINISH: Aged oak and caramel are offered up, with a hint of graham cracker and raisin 
underneath.

Knob Creek 2001.              
Batch #1

100 $24 8.25 NOSE:Oak,cinnamon,vanila,carmel with monoid notes of pine, butterscotch and spice. PALATE; Charred oak,cinnamon spice, 
pepper and dark fruit. FINISH: Oak,vanilla, tobacco, with dry warm long finish
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Knob Creek.                     
25th Anniversary 

122 $24 8.25 NOSE:Cinnamon sticks, seasoned oak, and tobacco are countered by the scent of sweet caramel. PALATE: A dollop of spice lands 
on entry, and it feels satisfyingly heavy on the tongue. A burn is present but not overpowering. FINISH: Blast of cinnamon spice, 
which mellows slowly allowing burnt tobacco, seasoned oak, caramel, and a touch of leather to crescendo.

Larceny 92 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Soft with an array of orange, apricot and peach combined with a sweet sugar cane and light cinnamon note.PALATE: 
Delicate cinnamon pops first with baking spice notes. FINISH: Cinnamon and honey carry over into the finish joined with sweet 
maple sugar notes.

Makers Mark 90 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Blast of sweetness, notes of vanilla, caramel, brown sugar and even a bit of strawberry. An ethanol smell that dissipates 
to a sweet core.PALATE: Less sweet than the nose. Notes of toffee, vanilla and oak are most prevalent with hints of toasted nuts 
and cinnamon. FINISH: Long dry finish of oak, caramel and hints of corn.

Masterson’s 10 yr Rye 90 $18.50 $6.25 NOSE:Wondrously reeks of rye. Behind that are notes of caramel, pepper, leather, sweet tobacco and vanilla with a touch of 
wood, dill and baking spices. This is one hell of a nice smelling rye.PALATE:Notes of caramel, cinnamon, pepper, nutmeg and 
leather. The tobacco notes have turned a bit bitter on the palate and the baking spices have taken on a bit more of a nutmeg and 
clove feel.FINISH:Long finish that is dominated by the rye, caramel and woody notes and punctuated with all the great pepper, 
leather, cinnamon, tobacco, vanilla and baking spice noted before.

Michter’s US*1 91.4 $10 $3.50 NOSE: New oak, corn, grain and raisins are all subtle.PALATE: Sweet with great mouth feel. Sweet corn, honey and vanilla notes.  
FINISH: Notes of oak, white pepper, honey, peaches and raisins, white pepper adding subtle heat.

Michter's US1 Rye 84.8 $10 $3.50 NOSE: Oak, citrus, vanilla, candy, spice, copper, sugar and dark fruit. PALATE: Rye spice, citrus, vanilla, oak and butterscotch.  
FINISH: Medium, candy corn, vanilla, butterscotch and some spice.

New Riff Rye 100 $11 $3.75 NOSE: Oak, marzipan, rye., baking spice, char, dried fruit, caramel with bits of cornbread and honey. PALATE: Oak, toffee, 
marzipan, raspberry, licorice, some pepper and roasted nuts.  
FINISH: Long length with caramel, dried fruit and spice.

Noah’s Mill 114.3 $15.25 $5.25 NOSE: Sharp notes of cinnamon and allspice jump out of the glass, and subtle notes of vanilla, yeast, and seasoned oak make an 
appearance underneath. PALATE: Notes of cinnamon, mint, and allspice that blend with barrel notes of seasoned oak, toasted 
pecan, and burned sugar. FINISH: Seasoned oak, toasted pecan, and light cream with a touch of rye grain driven flavors such as 
mint and black currant.

Old Ezra 7Yr Barrel Strength 117 $15.50 $5.25 NOSE:Vanilla, caramel, brown sugar, and oak. PALATE:Sweet fruit, to rich caramel and spicy oak.FINISH: Oak, spice, and dark 
cherries ride the finish out to its natural conclusion. 

Old Forester Signature 100 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Sweet caramel and a cherry brightness followed by ample amount of oak. PALATE: Bold oak, punchy pecans and 
caramelized maple syrup FINISH: Pepper, clove and oak finish. Mildly dandy and oaked, resulting in a slightly bitter taste.

Old Forester 1870 craft 90 $10 $3.50 NOSE: Fruity and floral notes with vanilla, caramel and oak underneath.PALATE: Vibrant fruit flavors with sweetness from the 
caramel and agreeable amount of oak. FINISH: As sweetness trails off, it finishes with cinnamon, nutmeg and other baking 
spices. A nice light oak helps to finish.

Old Forester 1920 115 $14.5 $5 NOSE: Dark fruit, burnt brown sugar, chocolate and a hint of bananas. PALATE: Richness of barrel char and dark chocolate with 
sweetness of caramel and crème brulee. FINISH: Allspice and black pepper pop with dark chocolate, barrel char and nuttiness.

Old Forester Statesman 95 $14 $5 NOSE: Clove and oak spice start with an undercurrent of raw vanilla. PALATE: Buttery leather is quickly dominated by a flash of 
pepper, cinnamon bark and sharp citrus. FINISH: Intense spice and eucalyptus which fade into orange cream and caramel.

Old Forester 1897.              
Bottle in Bond

100 $15 $5.25 NOSE:A bright and lively blast of fruit with complementing floral and oak elements. PALATE: Dark fruit is most prominent, with 
hints of caramel, vanilla, and just the right amount of oak rounding it out. FINISH: Long, sweet, and almost perfectly balanced.

Old Grand Dad 100 $7 $2.50 NOSE: A wave of cinnamon leads, followed by caramel, vanilla and a hint of burnt oak.PALATE: Big cinnamon spice pops upfront 
with a flash of fireball candy. Dark fruit and baking spice follow, along with a touch of rye spice. FINISH: Caramel candy and raw 
sugar develop first, followed by baking spice and a light display of oak.

Old Grand Dad 114 114 $8 $2.75 NOSE: Cinnamon, brown sugar and rye heat with hint of orange peel and spice. PALATE: Fruity but firm with rye character. 
FINISH: Long finish reveals almost a candied aftertaste with red cinnamon. 

Rabbit Hole PX Sherry Cask 93 $14.5 $5 NOSE: Big heavy sweetness, dried dark fruit, caramel, brown sugar and baking spice. PALATE: Dark fruit, old candy, orange and 
bit of spice. FINISH; Medium finish with darkly sweet and slightly oaky.

Rabbit Hole Heigold 95 $14.5 $5 NOSE: Caramel and gingerbread sweetness gently rise from the glass. A quick swirl reveals apricot and a touch of oak, adding a 
layer of dimension.PALATE: Sweet brown sugar and caramel contrast rye spice and burnt oak. The overall impression is 
characteristically sweet.FINISH: A crescendo of rye spice briefly surges in the finish, with sweet flavors of vanilla, caramel, and 
gingerbread rushing back quickly.
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Rittenhouse Rye 100 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Dried bananas and light peaches are mixed with hints of malty grains. PALATE: Peaches and dried bananas nicely mixed 
with white pepper with a dash of spice. FINISH: Leather, lightly charred oak, and light peach along with pepper and a dash of 
classic rye spice.

Stranahans Colorado Whiskey 94 $13 $4.50 NOSE: Sweet scents of vanilla, fresh marshmallows and apple butter along with oats and cream corn. PALATE: Oak with light 
barley and oats; deeper is vanilla, mixed dried fruit, honey and dried nuts.  
FINISH: Initial bite of peppercorn and later making a long lasting sweet finish, rounding with burnt brown sugar, caramel and 
dark chocolate.

Templeton Rye 80 $9 $3.25 NOSE: Spiced orange candy, dill, rye spice, clove and a bit of wood. PALATE: Sweetness, rye spice, dill, gummy orange candy 
slices, cinnamon, clove and raw grains.FINISH: Notes of clove, cinnamon, dill, anise, wood and rye. 

Thomas S Moore.                
Chardonnay Cask

97 $16 $5.50 NOSE:Earthy, Oak, Sweet spice, Baking spice, Light orange, Butterscotch,Lighter scents make you work to hunt them out. 
PALATE:Tart oak, Citrus rind, Unsalted butter,Muted vanilla ,An interesting combination of both dry and buttery at the same 
time. FINISH: Leather,Dry oak ,Peppercorn spice, Lingering heat, Medium long finish that focuses on earthy grounded flavors 

Thomas S Moore.                
Cabernet Cask

97 $16 $5.50 NOSE:Peach,Apricot,Tempered oak,Vanilla, Light brown sugar,Bright & sweet. PALATE:Black cherry, Plum, Warm spice, Vanilla | 
Seasoned oak.FINISH:Tannic oak, Bitter, Licorice, Leather,Dry, Poor overall. 

Thomas S Moore.               
Port Cask

98.9 $16 $5.50 NOSE:Earthy note, Port wine, Dark fruit, Touch of ethanol, Aromas explode out of the glass. PALATE:Heavy port wine, 
Clove ,Raisin, Light cinnamon,Robust. FINISH: Surge of dark fruit, Spice develops and takes over

Tin Cup American Whiskey 84 $9.00 $3.25 NOSE: A waft of caramel combines with delicate baking spices and a hint of orange peel.PALATE: Light rye spice sets the tone, 
with sweet summer fruits and a dash of cinnamon coming forward on the backend.FINISH: Tapering spice and crisp green apples 
come forth, but drop off quickly, making for a short but clean finish.

Uncle Nearest 1856 100 $12.75 $4.50 NOSE: Rich sweetness followed by earthy and grassy notes, charcoal and nutmeg.. PALATE: Caramel, apple and hay notes with 
lingering sweetness that introduces spicier flavors of clove, nutmeg and oak.FINISH: Creamy and lush finish with caramel and 
corn outro.

Very Old St Nick 8yr 82.8 $19.75 $6.75 NOSE: Classic Canadian rye traits of pine needles, fresh cut hay, and other herbal notes. PALATE: Nice caramel sweetness and 
oddly viscous mouthfeel. FINISH: Flavors like bananas and cinnamon powder. Spearmint gum remains the only dominant taste 
that lingers around,

Weller Antinque 107 $10 $3.50 NOSE: Lush dark fruit bursts forth from the glass and combines with vanilla and caramel. There’s a healthy dose of seasoned 
oak which provides dimension with a pop of cinnamon bark spice and traces of black licorice.   
PALATE: Cinnamon spice grips the taste buds, followed by cherries, dark fruits, raw sugar and aged oak. 
FINISH: Crescendo of cinnamon spice introduces the finish. Sweeter notes of caramel and vanilla follow. A flavor akin to tobacco 
hints in the background.

Weller Special Reserve 90 $7.50 $3 NOSE:  Hints of apple, caramel, honey and a dab of vanilla. A light oak aroma also mixes in. An overall sweetness envelopes the 
whole package.PALATE: The wheat grain makes this bourbon sweet and a very pleasant sip. The vanilla and caramels really come 
through. It’s not a very complex sip, but a pleasant one.FINISH: Although it starts sweet, it finishes with a bite. The oak comes 
through during the finish and provides a bit of warmth. On some sips the alcohol does reveal itself quite a bit during the finish. 
Otherwise, the sweet honeysuckle finishes off the sip nicely. 

WhistlePig “Piggyback” 6yr 96 $12.50 $4.50 NOSE: Fresh cinnamon, black peppercorn, a hint of tangerine and grapefruit zest. PALATE: Powerfully spicy, with cocoa, 
cardamom and cured leather flavors.FINISH:Wonderfully lengthy, with baking spices, vanilla and hints of citrus.

Whistlepig Home Stock 86 $15 $5.25 NOSE: Sweet and Fruity with Pipe Tobacco, Vanilla, and Orange Zest. PALATE: A big hit of Baking Spices, Toffee, Roasted Nuts 
and Ripe Berries. FINISH: Long-lasting and Spicy

Whistlepig Road Stock 86 $15 $5.25 Hand-crafted stunner sings with a symphony of raspberry jam, brown sugar, and toasted cedar. It’s unlike anything you’ve ever 
tasted before: finished on the road, for full-speed flavor.

WhistlePig 10 Yr. 100 $18 $6.25 NOSE: Fresh peppermint and herbal thyme initially with sweet vanilla and marzipan, followed by creamy butterscotch, raspberry 
jam and orange rind. PALATE: Warm baking spice, nutmeg, cinnamon, allspice, infused with bright oak and dark chocolate.  
FINISH: Medium length with warm rye spice, sweet malts and sour cherries.

WhistlePig Farm Stock Rye 
Crop 3

86 $17.50 $6 NOSE: Orange zest, white chocolate, vanilla bean and fresh pear combined with gentle rye spice. PALATE: Delicate fruitless gives 
way to spice, rounded notes of allspice and cinnamon. FINISH: White pepper and oak spice.
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WhistlePig 12yr 86 $18.75 $6.50 NOSE: Caramel, vanilla, and winter fruit. PALATE: Rye spice, apricots, plums, raisins, dates, and honey. FINISH: Dark chocolate, 
winter fruit, caramel, and vanilla

WhistlePig 15yr 92 $29 9.75 NOSE: Deep and rich, dominated by caramel, vanilla, and oak with hints of allspice and burnt orange. PALATE: Warm, rich, and 
slightly creamy. Loads of butterscotch and baking spice with leather and a hint of tobacco. FINISH: Ultra long and rich, warm, 
and inviting

Wild Turkey 101 Rye 101 $9 $3.25 NOSE: Caramel, honey and mint overtop of hints such as bubblegum, crème brûlée, baking spices and oak. PALATE: Hardy 
grains and spice with underlying mint, oatmeal and apple. FINISH: Hot cinnamon and spicy aftertaste with woody spices. 

Wild Turkey Rare Breed 112.8 $11 $3.75 NOSE: Bold and spicy. Subtle hints of raw grains mingle with peppery seasoned wood. PALATE: Big spicy pop upfront. Bold rye 
and a small amount of seasoned oak give way to sweetness. FINISH: Spicy rye and seasoned oak carry over into finish giving way 
to sweet cane sugar, light caramelized wood and vanilla with subtle of rye spice remaining.

Wild Turkey Rare Breed Rye 112.2 $15.00 $5.25 NOSE:A bright and expressive aroma that is flushed with lemon, green apple, melted caramel, and pie crust. There’s a vein of 
cinnamon, black pepper, and rye grain. PALATE:Lemon with burnt caramel, black pepper, clove, grass, and menthol in tow. 
FINISH:A bit of cinnamon rolls in, along with black pepper, nutmeg, and charred oak. 

Willet Rye 111.6 14.50 $5 NOSE: Brandied cherry over a mildly tart cherry. It opens up with time and is reminiscent of cutting into your dessert with your 
fork which releases cinnamon and baking spices. PALATE: Dark cherry, burnt vanilla, and spices for days. It's a delicious rye 
with a weighty mouthfeel. FINISH:Spices dominate this batch, while the cherry does punch its way through to the surface. 

Willett Pot Still 94 $14.50 $5 NOSE: Summer fruits highlighted by ripe cherry and a pinch of citrus envelope a mingling of vanilla and dry oak. A faint hint of 
buttered popcorn lingers in the background, along with a dash of sweet honey. PALATE: Honey and caramel combine to form a 
sweet note against a light punch of spice and zesty citrus. FINISH: A surge of rye spice crescendos initially, followed by a delicate 
sprinkling of cinnamon. Buttered popcorn emerges again, along with more traditional vanilla and caramel flavors.

Woodford Reserve 86.4 $9 $3.25 NOSE: Heavy with rich dried fruit, hints of mint and orange covered with dusty cocoa. PALATE: Rich chewy, rounded and 
smooth, with complex citrus, cinnamon and cocoa. Toffee, caramel, chocolate and spice notes follow. FINISH: Silky smooth, 
almost creamy at first with a long warm tail.

Woodford Reserve Double 
Oaked

90.4 $13 $4.50 NOSE: Nice mix of sweet and oaky. Toasted marshmallows, sweet vanilla and corn are topped with a drizzle of syrup. PALATE: 
Oak and sweet vanilla dominate with subtle hints of leather, caramel and dark fruits. FINISH: Dry leather, oak, tobacco, burnt 
caramel, baking chocolate, rye spice and sweet dried fruit up front then morphs into leather oak and a dash of white pepper.

Woodford Reserve Rye 90.4 $9 $3.25 NOSE: Peaches and sweet fruits topped with honey with a background of light rye spice and oak. PALATE: Dash of sweetness 
upfront flowed by aged oak, rye bread and dried raisins. FINISH: Old rye bread, tannic leather and oak dominate.

IRISH WHISKEY
Bushmills Single Malt 10 80 $12 $4.25 NOSE: Malt, vanilla, dried strawberries, honey and touch of copper. PALATE: Light spice, honey, malt, vanilla and light sherry-

like sweetness. FINISH: Malty with notes of vanilla, honey, salt water taffy and wood.
Jameson 80 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Pear and ripe apple with a bit of hops and clove. PALATE: Marzipan and hops with cocoa and oak. FINISH: Lingers with 

the essence of milk chocolate and butterscotch.
Redbreast 12yr 80 $15.5 $5.25 NOSE: Notes of fruit, vanilla, nuts, spice, citrus and light floral.PALATE: Fruit, honey, vanilla, spice and citrus with a nutty 

undertone. FINISH: Warm coppery malt, vanilla, spice, fruit and a light bit of wood.
Tullamore D.E.W. 80 $7 $2.50 NOSE: Honey, red apple, dried fruit, banana chips, toffee and a touch of metallic and malty. PALATE: Earthy malt, nutmeg, 

honey, red apple and a touch of cinnamon. FINISH: Malt, toffee, dried fruit and spice.
Tullamore D.E.W. Trilogy 12yr 110 $14.50 $5 NOSE: Rich spice and nutty oak with a hint of tropical fruit. PALATE: Rich and complex with fruit, and spice with a lingering of 

creamy fudge flavor. FINISH: Long rich finish of fruits, nuts and spice.
SCOTCH WHISKEY
Johnnie Walker Blue 80 $32 $10.75 NOSE:Cola, bitter cocoa, cedar wood shavings, roasted coffee beans, brown sugar, almond milk, subtle leather and very light 

tobacco smoke.PALATE:Wisps of peat smoke, hints of charred oak, rich vanilla cream, sweet chili pepper flake, bittersweet 
chocolate.FINISH: Round and full and soft. The dram easily coats the mouth and feels warm without even a hint of alcohol burn. 
The finish is soft, layered, and very long. The flavors are balanced exceptionally well throughout. 

Johnnie Walker Black.            84 $9 $3.25 NOSE: Marmalade on toast, nectarine, liquid honey, candied peel, dry spices and bourbon biscuit. PALATE: Orange notes with 
creamy vanilla and pepper spice. Touch of charred oak. FINISH: Spicy and creamy finish of orange marmalade.

Monkey Shoulder 80 $8 $2.75 NOSE: Marmalade, cocoa, malt, Vanilla, nutmeg, cinnamon, clove. PALATE: malty with berry fruit, toasted barley, cloves, and 
butterscotch. FINSH: medium  with spicy oak and hint of peppermint.

SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKEY
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Ardbeg 10yr 92 $11 $3.75 NOSE: Vanilla, lots of east with citrus fruits and sea spray.PALATE: Sweet Vanilla with lemon and lime followed by smoke.  
FINISH: Sea salted caramel with bonfire smoke. 

Ardbeg Uigeadali 108.4 $15 $6 NOSE: Peppery peat, warm tar, coffee grounds, black pepper. PALATE: Orange segment sprinkled with sea salt, dark chocolate , 
malt, sweet peat. FINISH: smoky caramel . Matured in sheer and bourbon barrel.

Glenfiddich 12yr reserve 80 $11 $3.75 NOSE: Grain, slightly floral, mineral, orchard fruit, malt and honey. PALATE: Light floral, spices. FINISH: sweet, touch of oak, 
fruit , slightly oily.

Glenlivet 15 80 $16 $5.50 NOSE: Chewy resinous wood, fudge, and Madeira. PALATE: Winter spice, cinnamon , and cloves. FINISH: Long and dry with a 
peppery note.

Lagavulin 16 86 $15.50 $5.50 NOSE: More like Lapsing Souchong tea than Lapsing Souchong! One of the smokiest noses from Islay. It's very, very 
concentrated, and redolent of iodine, sweet spices, good, mature Sherry and creamy vanilla. Stunning.PALATE: Very thick and 
rich. A massive mouthful of malt and Sherry with good fruity sweetness, but also a wonderful sweetness. Big, powerful peat and 
oak.FINISH: Long, spicy finish, figs, dates, peat smoke, vanilla.

MaCallan 12 86 $15.50 $5.50 NOSE: Crisp and sweet. There are notes of sultanas and fresh apple blossom. There is a defined floral note followed by Sherry 
hints. Calvados emerges with a tropical fruit note and golden syrup.PALATE: Medium-body and quite firm. There are notes of hot 
pastries and marmalade, sultanas and peels with a developing sweetness from the barley sugar.FINISH: Good length with a solid 
oaked note.

Oban Malt 14yr 86 $16.50 $5.50 NOSE: Rich and smoky, notes of seaweed and tar. PALATE: thick with notes of citrus, smoke ands oak. FINISH: Fruit and dry 
oak with smoke.

Talisker Storm 91.6 $16.50 $5.75 NOSE: Flavors of banana, plaster, citrus, white pepper. PALATE: Wood smoke, brine, tin. FINISH: Red chili peppers and oak 
dryness with hints of embers.

JAPANESE WHISKY (Not WhiskEy)
Hibiki 86 $18 $6.50 NOSE: Red berries, green apple and layers of rich honey.PALATE:Melted Butter ands caramelized dates.FINISH: Brown sugar, 

citrus peels, white pepper and black pepper

Hakushu Single Malt 86 $16 $5.25 NOSE: Basil, pine needle, green apple.PALATE: Sweet pear, mint, kiwi.FINISH: Green tea, subtle smoke.

Hatozaki 80 $12.50 $4.25 NOSE: Toasted rice, butter, orange zest, autumn leaves and toffee.PALATE: Honey, heather, candied pear and tonka bean.  
FINISH: A round, delicate whisky with a nectar-like sweetness and wide appeal.

Hatozaki Small Batch 92 $15 $5.25 NOSE: Underripe apricot, basil, and oatmeal cookie.  PALATE: Honey-butter biscuit, green tea, pressed flowers, toffee, and dark 
chocolate. FINISH: Rich honey-like sweetness and biscuit flavors. 

Toki 86 $9 $3.25 NOSE: Soft orchard fruits and thyme honey are joined by a helping of peppermint in the backdrop.PALATE: More green apple on 
the palate leads along bright citrus notes from pink grapefruit. Bitter herbs, toasted almonds and vanilla oak linger underneath. 
FINISH: White pepper and ginger add spice to the finish.

Tottori 86 $11 $3.75 NOSE: Smoky, sweetness.PALATE: Smooth and soft with sweet caramel and vanilla.FINISH: Soft, sweet and medium long.

COGNAC

Remy Martin XO $28 $9.50 NOSE:Orange, jasmine. PALATE:Candied orange, cinnamon and hazelnut.FINISH:Long nutty cinnamon/cardomon finish. Rémy Martin’s site 
ranks Rémy Martin XO Excellence as having a 4/5 length meaning a short “length of time for which the tastes are expressed after a sip.”

Remy Martin 1738 $16 $5.50 NOSE:Fresh citrus, lime. PALATE:Butterscotch, warm spices, vanilla, caramel, bittersweet chocolate, peach, light tannins and toasted oak. 
FINISH:Hazelnut fade.

Couvoisier Avante- Garde.   
Bourbon Cask Edition

$12.50 $4.25 NOSE:brandy-soaked raisins, prunes, fruit cake, and honeycomb. PALATE:Same as aromas with impressions of cracked pepper. FINISH:A 
fruity, peppery option for curious Cognac drinkers
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